OneLook Knowledge Search Website

With approximately 1.53 million entries, 1.3 billion characters, the equivalent of 20 thousand books. Get up-to-date, reliable knowledge over the Internet. Search for knowledge using the OneLook function.

[OneLook]

Dictionary&Encyclopedia search
Enter your keyword in the search window. Click on “dictionary/encyclopedia search,” and you will see the results of a search through all of the dictionaries and encyclopedias included in JapanKnowledge.

Searching through rich contents with a single search
You can search through our more than 1.53 million entries with a single search. The results of the search are rapidly displayed.

Searching through articles
You can look at the articles that match your keyword.

Added function
The most comprehensive kanji dictionary, now on the Internet! JapanKnowledge now contains a Web-based version of Jitsu (written by Shizuka Shirakawa), the apex of the world of kanji dictionaries, with a unique function that allows you to search through the entire text. You can search through the approximately 9,500 characters using “main entry character search,” “parts search,” or a “compound word search” that allows you to look for compounds by reading or by kanji.

JSK select series
Jitsu

Toyo Bunko
Toyo Bunko, “The Eastern Library,” is a large collection of easy-to-understand modern translations of classic works that show the world and universal truths of Asia. Valuable classical texts have been actively recollected geographically from the vast Eastern hemisphere from Japan, China and India to the Islamic world, and chronologically from ancient to contemporary times. A total of 300 works were simultaneously published as the initial project, and more are now being added.

“Edo-Meiji-Tokyo See-through Map” allows you to see 150 years of Edo and Tokyo superimposed. This detailed map allows you to compare the towns in the Edo and Meiji era. You can see what stood in the place now occupied by your office, school or home, during the Edo and Meiji eras, and see how Tokyo has changed in the past 150 years. It allows you to freely flip back and forth, in a way impossible with a map book, between the Edo, Meiji and present era.

URL Search
Displays results for your search word from the 40,000 specially selected websites registered in JapanKnowledge.

Book&Journal search
You can search for books and journals matching your search word from online bookshops such as B&T, Amazon, and Kinokuniya BookWeb.

Multimedia
Animated how things work, national flags and anthems of the world, library, etc. JapanKnowledge has not only the OneLook search but a myriad of multimedia contents as well. We offer deeper and more real knowledge.

You can even compare definitions from two English dictionaries!